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Abstract
Rational interpolation problems for functions having numerator degree higher than denominator degree are connected
with solutions of systems of equations the coecient matrix of which has a mixed structure: the rst columns are of
Vandermonde type whereas the last columns form a Lowner matrix. Here three-term recursions for the rational interpolants
are developed which can be translated into recurrence formulas for the solutions of homogeneous systems with such a
coecient matrix. On this base an O(n2) algorithm for the solution of n  n nonhomogeneous Lowner{Vandermonde
systems is obtained. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let two complex vectors w; z be given by
w=

w+
w−

; z =

z+
z−

;
where w+:=[wi]
N
i=1; w−:=[wi]
−1
i=−K ; z+:=[zi]
N
i=1; z−:=[zi]
−1
i=−K (zi 6= zj for all i 6= j). We consider the
following nonproper rational interpolation problem for 16‘6L; 16m6N; 16k6K in linearized
form:
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Problem. I ‘km
Find a couple of polynomials (p; q) such that
(a) degp6‘ + k − 1
(b) deg q6k − 1
(c) p; q meet the interpolation conditions
p(zi)− wiq(zi) = 0 for i =−k; : : : ;−1 and i = 1; : : : ; m:
We shall see that the solutions of Problem I ‘km are connected with the kernel of the following matrix:
A ‘km = [Vm‘(z) Lmk(w; z)]; (1)
where
Vm‘(z):=[z
j
i ]
m ‘−1
i=1 j=0
is a Vandermonde matrix and
Lmk(w; z):=
"
wi − w−j
zi − z−j
#m k
i=1 j=1
is a Lowner matrix.
The idea to use connections between problems with structured matrices and special interpolation
problems is well-known and has been used in many theoretical and applied publications on structured
matrices. In particular, these connections yield one of the tools for deriving recurrence algorithms,
mostly of order O(n2), e.g., for solving linear systems of equations the coecient matrices of
which have a corresponding structure and give also a possibility to construct so-called \superfast"
algorithms of order O(n log2n) which are often based on superfast polynomial arithmetic, using
FFT. We are going to give several examples concerning dierent classes of structured matrices.
(For more information about history, corresponding papers, and algorithms see [6].) The connection
between Hankel matrices and corresponding Pade approximations has been already mentioned in
1959 in [12]. The immediate connection of Vandermonde matrices and polynomial interpolation has
been used several times to construct O(n2) type algorithms (called fast), see, e.g., [7]. One of the rst
applications of polynomial arithmetic to construct superfast algorithms of order O(n log2n) is given in
[15] (for the Toeplitz case). Both the Vandermonde and the Cauchy cases as well as generalizations
of them | including, e.g., the Lowner case | are discussed (in a rather dierent setting, using the
so-called UV-reduction) in [18]. A \superfast algorithm" was found by Gerasoulis et al. [13] solve
Trummer’s problem for Cauchy matrices. Lowner matrices in connection with interpolation problems
are considered for the rst time in the wonderful Lowner’s paper [21], later also in [5,23,9] and in
the generalized (conuent) version in [8,1,28].
In generalizations to structured block matrices, the connection with interpolation by matrix poly-
nomials or rational matrix functions plays the basic role. One of the rst results in this direction
was given in [14] which enables to invert Hankel matrices with noncommuting elements, particularly
block Hankel matrices. The polynomial connection was contained implicitly but appeared immedi-
ately in the denition of the block Bezout matrices [16]. Also block Lowner matrices were studied,
for the rst time in connection with generalizations of the basic concepts of linear system theory
[2]. Generalizations of Lowner’s interpolation approach to block Lowner matrices were presented in
[4]. Recently a new step was made when the tangential interpolation problems (see [3]) were used
to study wider classes of structured matrices, see, e.g., [17].
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Our present note together with [25{27] forms a continuation of the recent results on matrices
with combined structure [11,10,19,24]. The paper [27] describes inversion formulas for
Lowner{Vandermonde matrices which are based on special solutions both for systems with co-
ecient matrices A ‘km and their transposes. Looking at the Vandermonde parts it becomes clear that
two types of algorithms have to be established. In [25,26] fast solution algorithms for systems the
coecient matrix of which is the transpose of (1) were constructed, where the connection with
proper rational interpolation problems yields an important tool. The aim of the present paper is to
develop a fast algorithm for matrices of the type (1). Here the connection with nonproper rational
interpolation problems I ‘k‘+k−1 already dened above is used as a key. There is also another motiva-
tion for the study of this problem: In the paper [20] a fast algorithm is presented for the solution
of systems having such a coecient matrix, but in the special case when the Vandermonde part
consists of two columns only. This structured system appears there in connection with the numerical
solution of nonlinear Cauchy singular integral equations by collocation methods. Let us note that
for the special cases considered there the numerical results are acceptable (even for N = 5000; see
[22]). But, in general one cannot expect such good results since the systems can be ill-conditioned.
We also develop three-term recursions for the kernel elements of A ‘k‘+k−1, assuming that all square
matrices A ‘k‘+k under considerations are regular. This ensures that the kernels of A
‘k
‘+k−1 are one
dimensional.
Having computed a kernel element of A ‘k‘+k−1, it is easy to obtain recurrently the solution of linear
systems of nonhomogeneous equations
A LKN y
LK = bLK (N = L+ K); (2)
where bLK is any given (complex) vector.
Let us briey describe the contents of the next sections. After some preliminaries, in Section 3
we discuss the recurrence relations for the solutions of the interpolation problems I ‘k‘+k−1: In Section
4 these relations will be translated into vector language to present recursion formulas for the kernel
elements of the matrix A ‘k‘+k−1: Here we present two types of three-term recursions in the \(‘; k)-table"
which can be used to come along \stairs" to the point (L; K) (one is used to move vertically, the
other to move horizontally). We start from a corresponding pure Lowner or Vandermonde matrix.
An example of such a way through the \(‘; k)-table" is shown in the following picture. For sake of
simplicity we display the case K = L.
(3)
The idea just described leads to an O(N 2) algorithm for solving the equation (2).
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2. Preliminaries
Let us introduce the following notation:
gn():=
nY
i=1
(− zi); g−k():=
kY
i=1
(− z−i):
Without loss of generality we shall assume that all components of the vector w are dierent from
zero. Shifting the values wi by any additive constant does not modify the matrix A LKN .
Under this assumption, the set of polynomials of degree >k − 1
−g−k();−g−k(); : : : ;−g−k() ‘−1; w−1g−k()− z−1 ; : : : ;
w−kg−k()
− z−k

(4)
is a basis of the linear space of polynomials of degree at most ‘ + k − 1. We can dene an
isomorphism J‘k between this space and the space C ‘+k as follows: If
p() =−g−k()
‘−1X
j=0
xjj +
kX
j=1
w−jx−j
g−k()
− z−j
then
J‘kp= x= [x0    x ‘−1 x−1    x−k]T: (5)
Instead of (5), we often write briey
p ‘k! x:
Now we are going to describe the kernels of the (in general nonsquare) matrices A ‘km by means of
solutions of the rational interpolation problems I ‘km .
Theorem 1. The vector x =J‘kp belongs to the kernel of A ‘km if and only if there exists a poly-
nomial q such that the couple (p; q) is a solution of the problem I ‘km .
Proof. If x belongs to ker A ‘km then, for all i = 1; : : : ; m; we have
0 =
‘−1X
j=0
xjz
j
i +
kX
j=1
wi − w−j
zi − z−j x−j =−
1
g−k(zi)
(p(zi)− wiq(zi));
where
p=J−1‘k x
and
q() =
kX
j=1
x−j
g−k()
− z−j :
Thus, it is obvious that (p; q) is a solution of problem I ‘km :
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Similarly, if (p; q) is a solution of problem I ‘km , take x=J‘kp: Then the interpolation conditions
(c) and the linear independence of the functions in (4) imply that
q() =
kX
j=1
x−j
g−k()
− z−j ;
and x 2 ker A ‘km :
In the following, we set
n:=‘ + k
and consider mainly the cases m= n and m= n− 1. That is why we write for the sake of simplicity
~A
‘k
:=A ‘kn−1; A
‘k :=A ‘kn ;
~I
‘k
:= I ‘kn−1:
Moreover let us denote by x ‘k any vector in the kernel of ~A
‘k
and by
s ‘k :=(p‘k ; q ‘k)
any couple of nonzero polynomials p= p‘k ; q= q ‘k which solve the problem ~I
‘k
.
Remark 2. Under the above assumption that wi 6= 0 for all i =−k; : : : ;−1 and i = 1; : : : ; ‘ + k − 1
it is easily seen that, if one of the polynomials p = p‘k ; q = q ‘k is not identically zero, then the
same holds for the other. Thus, the couple s ‘k is nontrivial if and only if both its components are
nonzero polynomials.
If we write an equality for s ‘k , this means that this equality holds both for p‘k and for q ‘k .
Furthermore we introduce the numbers
R‘k(i):=p‘k(zi)− wiq ‘k(zi)
and the vectors
r ‘k(i) =

1 zi    z ‘−1i
wi − w−1
zi − z−1   
wi − w−k
zi − z−k

:
Note that r ‘k(i) is just the ith row of A ‘k (16i6k + ‘): In Section 3 we concentrate our attention
on the recursive computation of a solution of the problem ~I
‘k
; which up to a multiplicative constant
is unique assuming the nonsingularity of the matrices A ‘k for all (‘; k) under consideration, i.e. for
all (‘; k) 2 M; where
M = f(‘0; k0); : : : ; (L− 2; K − 1); (L− 1; K − 1); (L− 1; K); (L; K)g
or
M = f(‘0; k0); : : : ; (L− 1; K − 2); (L− 1; K − 1); (L; K − 1); (L; K)g
with ‘0 = maxf1; L− Kg and k0 = maxf1; K − Lg (compare (3)).
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3. Recurrence relations in polynomial setting
Let us start to discuss the following additional conditions needed for our further considerations.
 Condition R ‘k : For any nonzero x ‘k 2 ker ~A ‘k , (‘; k) 2 M , it holds
r ‘k(‘ + k)x ‘k 6= 0:
 Condition L‘k : For any nonzero x ‘k 2 ker ~A ‘k , (‘; k) 2 M , it holds
r ‘k(−k − 1)x ‘k 6= 0:
Lemma 3. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) The condition R ‘k does not hold.
(ii) There is a couple s ‘k such that R‘k(‘ + k) = 0.
(iii) There is a couple s ‘+1; k such that degp‘+1; k < n+ 1.
(iv) There is a couple s ‘; k+1 such that s ‘; k+1(z−k−1) = 0.
Proof. Equivalence of (i) and (ii): As in the proof of Theorem 1 we can show that
r ‘k(‘ + k)x ‘k =− 1
g−k(z ‘+k)
R‘k(‘ + k)
and the rest is evident. To complete the proof we go along a \circle":
(ii) ! (iii): Dene s ‘+1; k = s ‘k .
(iii) ! (iv): Dene s ‘; k+1 = s ‘+1; k(− z−k−1).
(iv) ! (ii): Dene s ‘k = s ‘; k+1=(− z−k−1).
The proof of the next, very similar result is left to the reader.
Lemma 4. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) L‘k does not hold.
(ii) There is a couple s ‘k such that R‘k(−k − 1) = 0.
(iii) There is a couple s ‘−1; k+1 such that deg q ‘−1; k+1<k.
(iv) There is a couple s ‘; k+1 such that s ‘; k+1(z ‘+k) = 0.
Remark 5. Under the above assumption that A ‘k , (‘; k) 2 M , is nonsingular the condition R ‘k is
satised for all (‘; k) 2 M (otherwise x ‘k would be a nonzero vector of ker A ‘k). Clearly, on the
other hand the condition R ‘k implies that A ‘k is nonsingular and dim ker ~A
‘k
= 1.
In some applications the nonsingularity of A ‘k for all (‘; k) 2 M is known, but the second
condition L‘k , which means that the (up to a constant multiple) unique vector x ‘k 2 ker ~A ‘k should
not be orthogonal to a well dened vector, cannot be checked at onset, but during the computations.
Theorem 6. Assume that the conditions R ‘k ;R ‘; k−1 and L‘; k−1;L‘+1; k−1 are satised. Then the
polynomial couple
s() := s ‘k()(+ ) + s ‘; k−1()(− z−k)(− z ‘+k−1); (6)
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with
=
k−1X
1
x ‘; k−1−i ; =−
kX
1
x ‘k−i ;
 =
−1
r ‘k(‘ + k)x ‘k
(z ‘+kr ‘k(‘ + k)x ‘k + (z ‘+k − z−k)(z ‘+k − z ‘+k−1)r ‘; k−1(‘ + k)x ‘; k−1);
is a couple of nonzero polynomials and solves the problem ~I
‘+1; k
; i.e.
s ‘+1; k() = s():
Proof. It is obvious that the couple
(p‘; k−1()(− z−k)(− z ‘+k−1); q ‘; k−1()(− z−k)(− z ‘+k−1))
as well as the couple (p‘k ; q ‘k) full the interpolation conditions in the points z−k ; : : : ; z−1 and
z1; : : : ; z ‘+k−1. The constant  is chosen such that s= (p; q) fulls also the condition for z ‘+k . Note
that  is well dened assuming R ‘k . The condition degp6n is evident. The condition deg q6k is
satised due to the choice of  and . Now suppose q()  0. Then at least one of the following
conditions holds:
(i) = 0;
(ii) q ‘k(z−k) = 0;
(iii) q ‘k(z ‘+k−1) = 0.
Now (i) implies that deg q ‘k <k and, by Lemma 4, that L‘+1; k−1 does not hold, which is a
contradiction. (ii) contradicts assumption R ‘; k−1 by Lemma 3 (if q ‘k(z−k)=0 then also p‘k(z−k)=0)
and similarly (iii) contradicts L‘; k−1 by Lemma 4. Consequently q() 6 0. Taking Remark 2 into
account this is also true for p() which completes the proof.
To construct a solution of problem ~I
‘; k+1
using the solutions of ~I
‘−1; k
and ~I
‘k
; we introduce
couples s ‘ki = (p
‘k
i ; q
‘k
i ) for i = 1; 2:
s ‘k1 () = 1s
‘−1; k() + 1s ‘k(); (7)
where
1 =−r ‘k(−k − 1)x ‘k ; 1 =

r ‘−1; k(−k − 1)x ‘−1; k if 1 6= 0;
1 otherwise;
(8)
s ‘k2 () = 2s
‘−1; k() + 2s ‘k();
where
2 =−r ‘k(‘ + k)x ‘k ; 2 =

r ‘−1; k(‘ + k)x ‘−1; k if 2 6= 0;
1 otherwise:
Theorem 7. Assume that the conditions R ‘−1; k ;R ‘k and L‘; k−1 are satised. Then the polynomial
couple s dened by
s() := s ‘k1 ()(− z ‘+k) + ’s ‘k2 ()(− z−k−1) (9)
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with
=−(z ‘+k−1 − z−k−1)(2r ‘−1; k(‘ + k − 1)x ‘−1; k + 2r ‘k(‘ + k − 1)x ‘k)
and
’=−(z ‘+k−1 − z ‘+k)(1r ‘−1; k(‘ + k − 1)x ‘−1; k + 1r ‘k(‘ + k − 1)x ‘k)
is a couple of nonzero polynomials; which solves the problem ~I
‘; k+1
; i.e.
s ‘+1; k() = s():
Proof. First note that (with respect to the choice of the constants i, i) the couple of polynomials
(p‘k1 ; q
‘k
1 ) fulls the interpolation conditions in the points
z−k−1; : : : ; z−1; z1; : : : ; z ‘+k−2
while (p‘k2 ; q
‘k
2 ) fulls conditions in the points
z−k ; : : : ; z−1; z1; : : : ; z ‘+k−2; z ‘+k :
By construction s ‘; k+1 satises the conditions for all the points
z−k−1; : : : ; z−1; z1; : : : ; z ‘+k :
(The equality R‘; k+1(‘+ k − 1) = 0 follows from the choice of , ’.) Moreover, the degree bounds
deg q6k and degp6‘ + k follow easily from the degree bounds for the couples s ‘−1; k and s ‘k .
It remains to prove that s is a couple of nonzero polynomials. Note that s ‘−1; k , s ‘k are linearly
independent. Otherwise the couple (p‘−1; k ; q ‘−1; k) would full the interpolation condition for z ‘+k−1
which would contradict the condition R ‘−1; k (by Lemma 3). It follows that q ‘k1 6 0 6 q ‘k2 . Taking
Remark 2 into account it is sucient to prove that q 6 0. Assume the contrary, i.e., q  0. Then
q ‘k2 (z ‘+k) = 0 and p
‘k
2 (z ‘+k) = w‘+kq
‘k
2 (z ‘+k) = 0. This implies that z ‘+k is a root of
d() = det
"
q ‘−1; k() q ‘k()
p‘−1; k() p‘k()
#
:
Using the degree bounds and the interpolation conditions, it is not dicult to prove that
d() = c
kY
1
(− z−i)
k+‘−2Y
1
(− zi);
where c is a certain constant. Since, moreover, d(z ‘+k) = 0, it follows that d()  0, and thus
(p‘−1; k =q ‘−1; k) = (p‘k=q ‘k). By Lemma 4 the condition L‘; k−1 is equivalent to deg q ‘−1; k = k − 1.
This means that deg s ‘−1; k>deg s ‘k . This can happen only if (p‘−1; k ; q ‘−1; k) = c(p‘k ; q ‘k), where c
is a constant. On the other hand, we know already that this is impossible due to R ‘−1; k : Thus the
proof is complete.
Let us note that the condition R ‘k is not explicitly used in the proof of this theorem. However, in
view of Remark 5 it is again needed to ensure the uniqueness of both s ‘−1; k and s ‘k .
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4. Recurrence relations for solutions of homogeneous systems
To translate the results of Section 3 into matrix language we make use of the following lemmas.
Here we shall introduce the components of x ‘k as in (4), i.e.,
x ‘k = [x ‘k0    x ‘k‘−1 x ‘k−1    x ‘k−k]T:
Lemma 8. Suppose p‘k ‘k$ x ‘k . Then
p‘k ‘+1; k ! [x ‘k0    x ‘k‘−1 0 x ‘k−1    x ‘k−k]T: (10)
Lemma 9. Suppose p‘k ‘k$ x ‘k . Then
p‘k()(− z−k−1) ‘; k+1 !

x ‘k
0

: (11)
Proof. Recalling that g−k−1() = (− z−k−1)g−k() we can write
p‘k()(− z−k−1) = g−k−1()
0
@ kX
j=1
w−jx ‘k−j
1
− z−j +
‘−1X
j=0
x ‘kj 
j
1
A
and (11) is proved.
Lemma 10. Suppose p‘k ‘k$ x ‘k . Then
p‘k()(− z ‘+k) ‘+1; k ! [u0 u1    u ‘−1 u‘ u−1    u−k]T; (12)
where
u0 =
kX
j=1
w−jx ‘k−j − z ‘+kx ‘k0 ; uj = x ‘kj−1 − z ‘+kx ‘kj (j = 1; : : : ; ‘ − 1); u‘ = x ‘k‘−1;
u−j = x ‘k−j(z−j − z ‘+k) (j = 1; : : : ; k):
Proof. It is clear that
p‘k()(− z ‘+k)
g−k()
=
kX
j=1
w−j x ‘k−j
− z ‘+k
− z−j + (− z ‘+k)
‘−1X
j=0
x ‘kj 
j:
Taking into account that
− z ‘+k
− z−j = 1 +
z−j − z ‘+k
− z−j ;
(12) can be easily obtained.
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Lemma 11. Suppose p‘k ‘k$ x ‘k . Then
p‘k ‘; k+1 ! [y0 y1    y‘−2 0 y−1    y−k−1]T =: y ‘; k+1(x ‘k); (13)
where
yj =
‘−1X
i=j+1
x ‘ki z
i−1−j
−k−1 (j = 0; : : : ; ‘ − 2); (14)
y−j =
x ‘k−j
z−j − z−k−1 (j = 1; : : : ; k); (15)
y−k−1 =
0
@ ‘−1X
i=0
x ‘ki z
i
−k−1 −
kX
j=1
w−j x ‘k−j
z−j − z−k−1
1
A 1
w−k−1
: (16)
Proof. We rewrite the connection between the polynomial p‘k() and the vector
[y0    y‘−1 y−1    y−k−1]T
p‘k() =
k+1X
j=1
w−jy−j
g−k()(− z−k−1)
− z−j − (− z−k−1)g−k()
‘−1X
j=0
yjj;
using the decomposition of the linear fraction
− z−k−1
− z−j = 1 +
z−j − z−k−1
− z−j ;
in the form
p‘k() =
0
@ k+1X
j=1
w−jy−j +
kX
j=1
w−jy−j
z−j − z−k−1
− z−j − (− z−k−1)
‘−1X
j=0
yjj
1
A g−k()
from which y‘−1 = 0 and (15) is immediately clear. Moreover, we get
x ‘kj = yj−1 − z−k−1yj for j = 1; : : : ; ‘ − 1 (17)
and x ‘k0 =−z−k−1y0 +
Pk+1
j=1 w−jy−j which leads to (14) and (16).
Remark 12. In numerical computations the components y ‘; k+1(x ‘k) with nonnegative subscripts can
be determined recursively:
y‘−1 = 0;
yj−1 = x ‘kj − z−k−1yj for j = ‘ − 1; ‘ − 2; : : : ; 1:
Lemma 13. Suppose p‘k ‘k$ x ‘k and degp‘k <‘ + k − 1. Then
p‘k() ‘k$
2
4 kX
j=1
w−jx ‘k−j x
‘k
0    x ‘k‘−2 x ‘k−1z−1    x ‘k−kz−k
3
5
T
: (18)
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Proof. Obviously, degp‘k <‘ + k − 1 means that x ‘k‘−1 = 0 and
p‘k() =
0
@ kX
j=1
w−j x ‘k−j
− z−j + z−j
− z−j +
‘−2X
j=0
xjj+1
1
A g−k()
=
0
@ kX
j=1
w−j x ‘k−j +
kX
j=1
w−jx ‘k−j
z−j
− z−j +
‘−2X
j=0
xjj+1
1
A g−k():
Thus (18) becomes clear.
Now there is no diculty in translating the polynomial recurrence relations of the preceding
section into vector language and to establish three-term recursions for the solutions x ‘k ; which make
possible to move \stairwise" through the (‘; k)-table (compare with [26]).
4.1. The recurrence step of type (‘; k − 1); (‘; k)! (‘ + 1; k)
Denoting by x ‘k ; z− the vectors x
‘k
+ = [x
‘k
i ]
‘−1
i=0 ; x
‘k
− = [x
‘k
−i]
k
i=1; z− = [z−i]
k
i=1;
x ‘+1; k = 
2
66664
kX
j=1
w−jx ‘k−j
x ‘k+
x ‘k−  z−
3
77775+ 
2
664
x ‘k+
0
x ‘k−
3
775+ 
"
u ‘k
0;
#
where \" denotes the Hadamard (i.e., componentwise) product and the components of the vector
u ‘k are
u0 =
k−1X
j=1
w−jx ‘; k−1−j − z ‘+k−1x ‘; k−10 ;
uj = x
‘; k−1
j−1 − z ‘+k−1x ‘; k−1j (j = 1; : : : ; ‘ − 1);
u ‘ = x
‘; k−1
‘−1 ;
u−j = x ‘; k−1−j (z−j − z ‘+k−1) (j = 1; : : : ; k − 1):
4.2. The recurrence step of type (‘ − 1; k); (‘; k)! (‘; k + 1)
We rewrite (9) in the form
s ‘; k+1() = (z−k−1 − z ‘+k)s1() + (s1() + ’s2())(− z−k−1):
Then dening x ‘−1; k as above but for ‘:=‘ − 1 and
x ‘k(i) :=i
2
64
x ‘−1; k+
0
x ‘−1; k−
3
75+ ix ‘k (i = 1; 2)
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we can compute x ‘; k+1 via (compare (13))
x ‘; k+1 = (z−k−1 − zk+l)y ‘; k+1(x ‘k(1)) + 

x ‘k(1)
0

+ ’

x ‘k(2)
0

:
4.3. Inhomogenous systems
To establish an O(N 2) algorithm for the solution yLK of the inhomogenous equation (2) it remains
to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 14. Let bLK = [bi]
N
i=1 and A
‘ky ‘k = bn = [bi]
n
i=1; n= ‘ + k: Then the solutions of
A ‘; k+1y ‘; k+1 = bn+1; A ‘+1; ky ‘+1; k = bn+1
with bn+1 = [bi]
n+1
i=1 are given by
y ‘; k+1 =

y ‘k
0

− r
‘k(n+ 1)y ‘k − bn+1
r ‘; k+1(n+ 1)x ‘; k+1
x ‘; k+1 (19)
and
y ‘+1; k =
2
4 y
‘k
+
0
y ‘k−
3
5− r ‘k(n+ 1)y ‘k − bn+1
r ‘+1; k(n+ 1)x ‘+1; k
x ‘+1; k ; (20)
where y ‘k+ ; y
‘k
− denotes the vector of the rst ‘; last k components of y
‘k ; respectively.
Proof. Recalling that
~A
‘; k+1
= [A ‘k a ‘k]; alk =

wi − w−k−1
wi − w−k−1
n
i=1
;
and
A ‘; k+1 =
"
~A
‘; k+1
r ‘; k+1(n+ 1)
#
it is easy to see that
A ‘; k+1

y ‘k
0

=

bn
r ‘; k+1(n+ 1)y ‘k

;
A ‘; k+1x ‘; k+1 =

0
r ‘; k+1(n+ 1)x ‘; k+1

:
Thus A ‘; k+1y ‘; k+1 = bn+1 which proves (19). Analogously (20) can be shown.
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